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Pole locations of a multtvariate autoregressive (AR) type model for a Gaussian 
Markovian process are examined by using the Rouchts theorem. The formalism of 
the previous papers by the authors (J. Math. Anal. Appl. 124, 1987, 98-116; 123, 
1987, 480-493) 1s generalized. It is shown that when the order of the AR type model 
becomes large, poles of the AR type model can be classified into three types: (1) 
poles distributing almost equally spaced on circles which are centered at the origin 
with radiuses equal to the absolute value of zeros, (2) system poles inside the 
smallest circle, and (3) robust and non-robust singular poles which were introduced 
in the papers referenced above. 0 1991 Academx Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a multivariate Markov process, described by the state space 
representation 
x(n) = @x(n - 1) +f(n) 
and the observation equation 
(1) 
An) - fwn), (2) 
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where x(n) is a d-dimensional state vector at- discrete time II, y(n) a 
q-dimensional measurable vector, and f(n) is a d-dimensional white 
Gaussian noise with E{f(n)f(n’)Tj = VC?,,,. The symbol 6 is the 
Kronecker’s delta, T implies the transition of the matrix, E is the ensemble 
average, @ and V are d x d matrices, and H is a q x d matrix. 
A sufficiently large number of state variables are usually needed for the 
Markovian description. In practical situations, however, measurable 
variables are less than state variables: q < d. This contraction of state 
variables from d to q brings the non-Markovian nature into the basic 
equation. As in the papers [6, 71 we have obtained a multivariate 
autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model equivalent to (1) and (2) 
4-‘1 u(~)=~c(z-1M4~ (3) 
where z-i is the backward time shift operator: Z-‘y(n) =y(n - 1). The 
innovation is defined by y(n) = y(n)- y(n ( n - 1) where ~(n ) n- 1) is 
the conditional vector defined by E{y(n) ( ~(n- l), ~(n -2), . ..}. and 
the innovation variance E(y(n) y(n’)‘} = l3,,,, where r= HPH* and P 
is a positive definite solution of the Riccati type equation; P= 
@‘(P - PH*r- ‘HP} CD* + V. For the analytical examination of the ARMA 
model we assume that the q x q polynomial matrices A,(z-‘) and B,(z-‘) 
have the canonical structure [ 1 ] : 
(i) the i, j element of A,(z-‘) is 6,+ 5 ajilz-‘, (44 
r=l 
CT- 1 
(ii) the i, j element of B,(z-‘) is 6,+ c bij,z-‘, (4b) 
r=l 
where CT= 1 ci= d. The ARMA model (3) differs from the usual one 
obtained in the time series analysis, since the coefficients of the model are 
theoretically derived from a state space model, (1) and (2), and not 
obtained by numerical fitting such as in the least squares method. That is, 
the ARMA model (3) is equivalent to (1) and (2) in terms of measurable 
correlation matrices as in the paper [9]. 
In the time series analysis for engineering plants, an autoregressive (AR) 
model is often used in practical situations [2,4, lo] because of the fast 
recursion algorithms [3, 131 and well established FORTRAN programs. 
Hence, it is important to examine properties of the AR model for an 
ARMA process. Although the ARMA model has poles and zeros, the AR 
model is of all pole type. In the AR model identification of an ARMA 
process, a question is how zeros of an ARMA model are contracted and 
expressed approximately by a group of poles of the AR model. To answer 
this, the AR coefficients are needed for analytical treatment. However, it is 
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difficult to obtain analytically the AR coeffkients from the ARMA coef- 
ficients, since AR coeffkients are given by nonlinear transformations. 
Instead of a multivariate AR model we consider a multivariate AR type 
model which is defined by truncating a Taylor expansion of the transfer 
matrix of the multivariate ARMA model at a finite order. This will be 
defined in (8). The multivariate AR type model will be called the multi- 
variate truncated AR model (or, just the TAR model). Pole locations of the 
multivariate TAR model are examined in the present paper. 
In the previous papers [ 11, 121 (hereafter denoted as Part I and Part II, 
respectively) we have already shown the relationship between poles of the 
AR type model and poles and/or zeros of the ARMA model, when the 
dimension of the state space vector is three (d= 3). When the model order 
becomes large, the TAR model has three types of poles: (i) poles distri- 
buting on a circle of which radius corresponds to the absolute value of the 
ARMA zero nearest to the unit circle, (ii) some of the system poles inside 
the circle, (iii) non-robust and/or robust singular poles. The term “non- 
robust” means that a pole of the AR type model appears or disappears 
corresponding to the model order, and a “singular” pole has no direct 
relation to ARMA poles and zeros. In Part I, a non-robust singular pole 
has been examined, and a robust singular pole is also discussed in Part II. 
I x POLES OF ARClO) ROOEL 
REAL PART 
FIG. 1. Pole location of 2-dimensional AR and TAR models. The number of time series 
data is assumed to be so large that statistical errors are negligible, and we used theoretical 
correlation functions of Eqs. (1) and (2) for input data for AR model identification. ARMA 
zeros were two real, E.,’ = 2.3974 and 1;’ = 5.8372. 
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This is the third paper of a series in which we examine pole locations of 
the AR type model for identification of a stochastic system. Hence the aim 
of the present paper is to introduce a general theory of the pole location 
of the multivariate AR type model, especially to show that there is another 
type of pole in a multivariate AR type model: multiple circular poles. 
Figure 1 illustrates a typical pole location of 2-dimensional AR and TAR 
models of order 10. The pole structure of both the AR and TAR model is 
obtained numerically for the 4-dimensional state equation (1) and the 
observation equation (2) with matrices 
@= 
0 1 0 0 
-0.5767 1.16 -0.16 0.1533 
0 0 01 
1 0.5 0 1 
ri v= 10 013 35003 0 0 I 1000 
0021 H= 0010’ ( ) 
Double circular poles of the AR and TAR models are shown in Fig. 1. 
In this paper the existence of these multiple circular poles will be proved 
analytically. The relationship between the TAR model and ARMA model 
will be discussed in Section 2, and pole locations of the multivariate TAR 
model will be examined in Section 3. 
2. DEFINITION OF THE MULTIVARIATE TAR MODEL AND NOTATION 
In this section we will define a multivariate AR type model. 
LEMMA 1. The rational function matrix B,(z-I)-’ A,(z-‘) can be 
transformed as 
B,(z-I)-‘A,(z-‘)= q& GW’h (5) 
where 
G(z-‘) = adj B,(z-‘) A,(z-‘) = g21W’) &*W’) ... g,,W’) . . . 
g,W’) gq2W’) .‘. g,,W’) 
d--y+1 
gti(z-‘) = [adj B,(z-‘) A,(z-‘)I,= 6,+ C aij,zem 
m=l 
and b(z-‘) = det B,(z-‘) = 1 + CE:qi b,z-“. 
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Proof: From (4), [adj B,(z-‘)],=6,+C~CP-~+’ bZ,z-' where b$ 
are constants, then the lemma is obvious. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION. From (3), ARMA poles {&;‘} are the roots of the polyno- 
mial equation, det A,(z-‘) = nf= I (1 - a,z’) = 0, and ARMA zeros 
{A,:‘} are the roots of b(z-‘) = det B,(z-‘) = nf:; (1 - Iti,z-‘) = 0. 
For simplicity, ARMA poles and zeros are assumed to be distinct. To 
introduce the TAR model, we assume that the physical ARMA model is 
invertible; i.e., 
rn!n IA,-‘/ > 1, (i= 1, 2, . . . . d-q). (6) 
The element of the rational function matrix B,,(z --‘))I A,,(z- ‘) can be 
expanded into the Taylor series in the domain /z- ’ 1 < mini ll;-’ 1 by using 
Lemma 1. That is, an ARMA model (3) or (5) is expanded into the infinite 
Taylor series in this domain 
( 
Z yxq+ f ckz-k 
> 
Y(n) = Y(n)> (7) 
k=l 
where [C,]li=cijk=(l/k!){g,(z-l)/b(z-l)}’k’~,~I=, and ZqX4 is the qxq 
unit matrix. If we truncate the series at a finite order m, then we can define 
a multivariate TAR (MTAR) model, 
Tm(z-‘) Y(n) = Y(n) with T,(z-‘)=I,,,+ 2 C,zek. (8) 
k=l 
The elements of matrix T,(z-‘) are derived in the Lemma of the Appendix. 
Using this Lemma, we rewrite (8) as 
or 
T,(z-‘)= & G(z-‘)+di4 uky$):l+’ G(i;‘), (9) 
k=1 kz 
where u,+= -[adj SlkdPq, ok = &l;f- q- ‘/det S, and S is the Vander- 
monde matrix, 
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3. POLE LOCATION OF THE MULTIVARIATE TAR MODEL 
since det{G(z-‘)/b(z-‘)} h as no poles and zeros on C. Then, there is a 
positive integer m, for any small positive number o(mo) such that if 
m>n, 
o(mO) > IAkz-‘lmcl (k= 1, 2, . . . . d-q), (10) 
since lAkz-’ ( < 1 (k= 1, 2, . ..) d- q) on C. Hence, we can rewrite (9) as 
T*(Z-‘) =s + Od F(m, o(md, z-*1, (11) 
Z 
To examine pole locations of the MTAR model, consider the closed 
curve lz-‘1 = 11; ‘1 (convergence circle) and assume that ARMA poles and 
zeros satisfy the relations 
l< V,‘l< V,‘l < ... d ln,=l,_,l G lA;A,l 
l< &‘I< lcr;‘l d ... d (a;?,( d Iu.;‘l 
la,‘1 < Icr;‘l < . . . < Ia,’ “r I < In,‘1 < I$+‘1 6 ... 6 Ia;‘l. 
(The equal signs are only applicable for complex conjugate pairs.) This 
implies that nf poles of the ARMA model lie inside the convergence circle. 
We also assume that q < d-q since the number of observable variables is 
usually much less than that of state variables in practical plants. The 
examination of the pole locations of the MTAR model is divided into three 
stages. In other words, we divide the complex plane outside the unit circle 
into three regions: (1) region I is a domain inside the convergence circle, 
(2) region II is a domain outside the region I and inside the outer circle 
with radius A;‘, (3) region III is a domain outside the region II. Pole loca- 
tions in region I will be given in Theorem 1 of Section 3.1, those in region 
II will be summarized in Theorem 5 of Section 3.2, and those in region III 
will be shown in Section 3.3. 
3.1. Pole Locations in Region I 
THEOREM 1. For any real number E, 0 < E < 1 - ]A1 ) I,a,’ 1, there exists a 
positive integer m, such that ifm > m,, the MTAR has nr ioles in the region 
(z-‘( -C In;‘/ (1 --E). These n$ poles converge to the ARMA poles {CC:‘, 
i = 1, 2, . . . . n f’} as m becomes large. 
Proof Consider the closed curve C= {z-’ 1 lz-‘l = IA;‘1 (1 --E)}. 
Then there is a positive number ,u(E) such that 
;yFc I{det(G(z-‘)/b(z~‘))}I >PL(E), 
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where 
The determinant of T,,,(z- ’ ) is evaluated as 
det T,(z-‘) =det 
Here fk(m, 0(2-l), z-l) (k = 1, 2, . . . . q) are analytic rational functions 
inside C, and there are finite numbers &(&, m,) such that 
Therefore there exists a positive integer Mu such that for m > m,, 
Ik=l 
Hence by the Rouches theorem [ 143 the equation det T,,,(z- ‘) = 0 has the 
same number of roots as det{G(z-“)/b(z-I)} =0 inside C. It is proved in 
the same manner as in [ 111 that the nf poles converge to the ARMA poles 
(a; 1, i=I, 2 , . ..) n:} as m becomes large by taking the closed curve 
c,:= {z- l I Iz-‘-q’l CEi} f or each xi, where O<E,<mini+,()A;‘l- 
Icc;-‘l, la;’ -a;m’I, (i, j= I, 2, . . . . r(Y)}. Q.E.D. 
3.2. Pole Locations in Region II 
In order to prove pole locations of the MTAR model outside the 
convergence circle, let us examine the structure of G(z-‘) and G(E.; ‘) 
of (9). 
LEMMA 2. Let ARMA poles and zeros be distinct. Then, there exist 
unimodular matrices Q(z-‘) and U(z-‘) for G(z-‘) = adj B,(z-‘) A,.(z -’ ) 
such that 
U(z-~‘) G(z-‘) Q(z-‘) 
1 
det B,(z ’ ) 
0 
= 
0 
det B,(z-‘) 
det B,.(z -‘) dert A,.(z-‘) 
(12) 
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and the rank of matrix G(J;‘) is one: 
rank G(A;‘) = 1. (13) 
Proof: Since the matrices A&-‘) and B,(z-‘) are the left irreducible 
matrix fraction representation, the McMillan degree of B,(z-‘)-’ A,(z-‘) 
coincides with the degree of det B,(z-‘). Since the roots of det B,(z-‘) = 0 
and det A,(z-‘)=O are distinct, the Smith-McMillan form [S, 151 of 
G(z-l) takes the form 
U(z-‘) B,(z-‘)-I A.(z-‘) Q(z-1) 
=rf-l) l . . . 1 detA~z~l’i~ 
where U(z-‘) and Q(z-‘) are unimodular matrices. Hence, from (5), (12) 
is obvious. Substituting 2;’ into (12), we have, from det B,(i, ‘) = 0, 
l&i;‘) G(A,‘) Q(li’)= . 
Since rank U(1;‘) = q and rank Q(n;l) = q, we have rank G(A;‘) = 1. 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3. Let us assume that rank Cg=, G(,l;‘) = q. There are q x q 
regular matrices U and Q such that 
UG(/Z;‘)Q=diag{J,, i= 1, 2, . . . . q}. 
The proof is obvious from rank G(1;‘) = 1 of Lemma 2. 
Let us discuss pole locations of the MTAR model in the region of II; r 1 
x (1 -E) < Iz-1 1 -C (2; ‘1 in the following three theorems. 
THEOREM 2. If /AZ: ’ ( < IJ,,<‘, ( (i = 1, 2, . . . . q), the MTAR has at most 
d- 2i robust singular poles in the circular region, 
lA,:‘l < Jz-1) < l;ll:+lll (i= 1, 2, . . . . q- 1). 
ProoJ: Let Dj be the circular region defined by 
Di= {z-’ ) I&:‘[ < lz-‘1 < I&<lll}. 
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Since \Ikz-‘I > 1 (k = 1,2, . . . . i) and l&z-‘\ < 1 (k=i+ 1, i+2, . . . . d-q), 
there exists a positive integer m, for any small number o(q) such that if 
m > m,, o(m,)-’ < I&z-~]~+’ (k = 1,2, . . . . i) and o(m,) > I&Z-‘I”+’ 
(k=i+ 1, i+2, ,.., d - q). Using the notations, 
F(m, z-l)= 1 t~~b;,~(z-‘) G(l.,‘)(I,z- ‘)m+’ 
k=l 
and 
F(m, o(m,), z-l) = d--y Ukb;(Z-‘) c 
k=if’ 1 -&-I 
G(jv,lt 04Y+ ‘, 
oh-J 
where 
b,k(z-‘)= i (1 -Lnz-1) (l<jGk<d-q) 
PI=, 
b,r,(z-l)= W’) 
1 - L,z-’ 
I-l 
= rI (1-b-l) fi (1 -l,z-1) (1 <j<l<k<dWq), 
?, = ,’ ?I=,+, 
we have 
b;(z-‘) T,(z -I)= G(z-‘1 
b&q-‘) 
+ F(m, 2-l) + o(mo) F(m, o(m,), 2~‘). 
(14) 
From Lemmas 1 and 2, there are regular matrices Ql and Q2 such that 
where 
i 
b;, ,(z-‘)(l,~+)~+’ 
b;,,(z-‘)(i,z-I)“+’ 
0 
F,,(m, z-‘) = 
0 
b’, ,(z- ‘)(,iz-~‘)m+l 
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By using the following submatrices, 
G(z-‘) 
QJ qyp(z-J) Q2= 
G,,(z-‘) G,,(z-‘) q-i 
G2,(z-‘) G,,(z-‘) i 
and 
q-i i 
Ql b4 o(m,), z - 1 
FJJ(~, 4m0), z-‘1 F12(m, o(mo), z-‘) q-i 
)Q2Z(F21,m, o(m,), z-l) F2’,,(m, o(m,), z-‘) i 1 ’ 
q-i i 
we rewrite (14) as 
Q&W’) LW’) Q2 
GJ,(z-‘) + 4mo) F,,(m o(mo), z-‘) = 
Gz(z-‘) + 4mo) F21(m, 4mo), 2-l) 
G12W’) + 44 F,,(m, +d, z-l) 
G& ~’ I+ 4mo) h(w o(mo), z -’ ) + F22(z -‘) 
.( 
F,,(m, o(mo),z-‘) G~2(m,z~')+o(m,)F:,(m,z-') 
Fz;,(m, o(mo), z-‘) G:,(m, z-l)+ o(mo) F&(m, z-l) )I 
.i 
I(q - i) x (y ~ i) 
-1 m+l 
C&z ) 
0 
0 
(l;z-Jy+J 
I 
(15) 
where 
k= 1, 2, . . . . q-i, j= 1, 2, . . . . i 
[IG,*(m, z-‘)lk,j= ~~jz-~,ml+ 1 o(moI CG22W1)lk,,, k, j= 1, 2, . . . . i 
k = 1, 2, . . . . q - i, j = 1, 2, . . . . i 
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k, j= 1, 2, . . . . i 
and 
From (15) we obtain 
det bi(r’) T,(z-‘) = det G,,(z-‘) det F,*(z -‘) + i 4~~)~ 
[ k=l 
xf,(m, o(q), z-‘1 fi bJ.,z- ) 1 1 m+l 1 (16) j= I 
where fk(m, I, z--l) are analytic functions. From Lemma 3, we have 
QJV,‘) Qz= 
10 / 
--L---- 
I O I . . 
0 / 
I 0 
I 
i I 
q-i 
k = 1, 2, . . . . i. 
0 ’ 
0 
0 
I----- _- 
I O 
I . . . 
I 
I 0 
I 
(q-i+k)th 
q-i 
i 
(q - i + k)th 
Therefore we obtain G,,(n;‘) = 0 (k = 1, 2, . . . . i). Let us assume 
rank G,,(zc’)=q-i, then det G,t(zz’) has the factor {(b;(zc’)}* ‘. On 
the other hand, the polynomial det(bf;r(z-‘) G,,(z- ‘)} has the factor 
(b(z ‘)jyP’-‘, since the canonical form of G(z-‘) is, from (12), 
1 
b(z-‘) 
i . 
. . 
0 
0 
b(z-‘) 
b(z-‘) det A,(z-‘) 
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Therefore, we have 
det by;:-P(z-‘) G,,(z-‘)= {6(z-‘)}4-‘-’ bf(z’) ri(z-‘), (17) 
where the degree of polynomial ri (z - ’ ) is d - 2i, since the left hand side of 
(17) is the polynomial of degree (d - q + 1 )(q - i) from (5), and the degree 
of {b(~-‘)}~-‘-’ bf(z-‘) is (d- q)(q- i- 1) + i. Hence, 
det G,,(z-‘)= {~:‘,-P(z-‘)}-~+’ {b(~z’)}~-‘-’ bl(z-‘) ri(z-‘). (18) 
Let us define the n; roots of r,(z-‘)=O in Di by fl,’ (k= 1,2, . . . . n;). 
Corresponding to these roots, consider closed circles Ck in the region Di 
defined by 
Ck = {z-l 1 Jz-’ -&‘I = Ek}, (k = 1, 2, . ..) ni), 
where 0 <E~ <mini+, (lP;‘-P,i’l, l&~‘,l- IP;‘I, IBz’l - In;‘1 >. From 
these definitions there is a finite positive number pk(sk) such that 
=yFck @et GW’) det &TW1)l > > ~~(4, 
since det G,,(z-‘) det &(z-‘) has no roots inside Ck. If m > m,, 
ICz=, o(m,)kfk(m,O(mO),z-‘)I <p,Je,), since we have o(m,,-’ I&z-~~-~-~ 
< 1 (k= 1, 2, . ..) i) and o(m,)-‘l&z-‘/“+’ < 1 (k = i+ 1, i+2, . . . . d-q) on 
Ck. Therefore it is concluded from Rouchb theorem that det T,(z-‘) = 0 
has a root inside C,, since det bi(z-‘) T,(zz’) is the analytic function on 
Ck. Then nl roots of det T,(z-‘) =0 in Di converge to the roots fis;’ 
(k = 1, 2, . ..) n;) as n -+ co. Since d- 2i B n;, the theorem is proved. Q.E.D. 
From Theorem 2, let us define the root-distribution of the polynomial of 
degree d-2& r,(z-‘), in the z-l plane as 
(i) There are ni” roots of ri(z-‘) in the region [z-‘l < [A;‘[. 
(ii) There are n; roots in the circular region [A;‘( < (z-l1 < IA~;‘,l as 
in Theorem 2, which are robust singular poles [ 123. 
(iii) There are nPUt roots in the region lzP1l > IAl:+‘,i. 
Then nj”+n;+ny”‘=d-2i, if there is no root on circles Iz-~) = IA;‘l and 
Jz-‘1 = Iq+“/. 
THEOREM 3. Let I,l:‘( < In,;‘,] (i= 1, 2, . . . . q - 1). For any small number 
E, O-Cc< -1+ l;lJ [/?,‘I (when nF=O, O<E< -1+ (Ai1 IA~~+‘i[)), there is a 
positive integer m, such that if m > mo, the MTAR model of order m has 
mi + n f’ poles in the region, 
(z-‘1 < In;‘( (1 + E). 
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THEOREM 4. Let In;‘\ < [,I:~,] (i= 1, 2, . . . . q- 1). For any small number 
E, O-cc< 1 - l&+I( lpi;,‘\ (when n:=O, O<E< 1 -II,+,/ \,?,-‘I), there is II 
positive integer m, suck that if m > m,, the MTAR model of order m has 
mi + d - 2i - nyt poles in the region, 
Iz-ll < 1n;,l,\ (1 --E). 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let C= {z-’ I /z -l( = l~ti,:‘l (1 +E)}. On C we 
have the relations (EU,zP’l > 1 (k= 1, 2, . . . . i), 113kzP’( < 1 (k=i+ 1, 
i + 2, . ..) d - q), Then there is a positive integer m, for any small number 
o(mO) such that if m>m,, o(m,)-‘< {)&1;‘1 (1 +E)}~+’ (k= 1,2, . . . . i) 
and that o(m,)>{llZk~~;ll(l+~)}m+l (k=i+l, i+2,..., d-q). In a 
similar manner as in Theorem 2. the MTAR model is written as 
Qd;W') Tvd-'1 Q2 
Gdpl) + 4md F12(m, 4md z-‘1 
GA-‘) + oh) F2,,(m, o(q), z-l) + FZz(z-‘) 
G;,(m, z-l) + o(mO) Fl;(m, z-‘) 
G;,(m, ZT’) + o(mO) F&(m, z ~‘) )I 
{1&1;‘1 (1 +&)}m+’ O 
{ &I”,‘~(1 +E)}m+’ 
where 
[G;2(my z-l)lki= (1;1,~~11 (1 +le,j~+l o(mo) CGA-‘L.j, I I 
k = 1, 2, . . . . q - i, j = 1, 2, . . . . i 
(19) 
k, j = 1, 2, . . . . i 
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CfT,(~, z-‘)lk,j= (IAjA;‘I (1 +lc)i”” o(m()) Clash 4~0)~ z-‘)lk.J? 
k = 1, 2, . . . . q-i, j= 1, 2, . . . . i 
k, j= 1, 2, . . . . i 
and 
@*(z-l) = 
From (19) we obtain 
det bf(z-‘) T,(z-‘) 
= [det G,,(z-‘) det F$(z-‘)+ i ~(rn,)~f~(m, o(nz,), z-l)] 
k=l 
j=l 
where fk(m, o(m,), z-‘) are analytic functions. From (18) and (19) we have 
det G,,(z-‘) det F$(z-‘) 
J&, (Ajz-i)m+’ 
=n;=, lAjl {In;‘l (1 +&)}(m+‘)’ 
x {b;;:-p(z-‘)}-q+i {b(Z-l)}q-i-l {b\(Z-‘)}‘ri(Z-‘). (20) 
There is a finite positive number F(E) such that 
=ytc {Met G,,(z-‘) det &Y-‘)l} >cI(E), 
since det G,,(z-‘) det F&(z-l) has no roots on C and inside C. From the 
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definition of o(m,), there is a finite positive number ~(8) such that if 
m>mo, 
Therefore it can be concluded from Rouches theorem that the number of 
roots of detbj(z- ‘) T,(z-‘)=O is the same as that of det G’,(r-‘) 
xdet F&(zz’)=O inside C. Then the number of roots of det G”(z- ‘) 
x det F&(z-‘) = 0 is mi + qi + ny inside C from (20). Since the number of 
roots of det b;(z-‘) Zqxq = 0 inside C is qi, the number of roots of 
det T,(z-‘)=O is mi+ny. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 4. Let C= {z-’ 1 jz~ ‘I = jEl,+‘,/ (1 -E)). In the same 
manner as in Theorem 3, the number of roots of det b;(z --‘) T,,(;-‘) = 0 is 
the same as that of det G,‘(zF’) det Fz(.z -‘)=O inside C. Then the 
number ofrootsofdet G,,(z-‘)det F&(zP1)=Ois mi+qi+n:“+njinside C 
from (20). Since the number of roots of det b;(z ‘) I,,, =O inside C is qi, 
the number of roots of det T,,(z ‘) = 0 is mi + n:? + n: = mi + d- 2i - n:“‘. 
Q.E.D. 
The pole location in the region II+“] (1 --E)< jz-‘l < 1;1; ‘I can be 
stated by the following theorem from Theorems 2, 3, and 4. 
THEOREM 5. The MTAR model has the following pole locations in the 
region Ia,TiI < \z-‘l < 12; ‘I. 
(l-l) Zf 2;’ is real with IA;‘1 < lL;‘l, there is a positive number m,, 
for any number E, O<s<min(l--Ii,a$‘i, lI.,t?“‘I-l), such that [f 
m > m,, the MTAR model has m - n: + n’: poles in the circular region I;1 ,- ‘/ 
x (1 -E)< Iz-‘I< Iq’l (l+&). 
(I-2) Zfn’ ’ andI; ’ be complex conjugate with 1 i. I. ’ 1 = I jti; ’ I < / j1 3 ’ / , 
there is a positive number m, for any number E, 0 < E < min( 1 - ljV, xi%“’ (, 
\,I,/?“‘\ -l), such that ifm>m,, the MTAR model has 2m - ny + n: p&es 
in the circular region 1I.;‘I (l-s)< /z-‘/ < I>.;‘] (1 +E). 
(11-l) Zf A;’ (ie (2,3, . . . . q- 1)) is real with IL,--‘, / < liL,: ’ I < IL,:+‘, 1, 
there is a positive number m, for any number E, 0 <E < mini( 1 - 13~,Z3-“n~ l /, 
I%,P,;‘I -l), such that zfm>m,, 
nf” + nyU’ 
the MTAR model has m- {d-2(i- l)]+ 
’ poles in the circular region I,I:‘l (1 --E)< I;-‘( <j/z, ‘1 (1 +E). 
(H-2) Zfn, ’ and I,:+‘, (ig (2, 3, . . . . q - 2)) are complex conjugate with 
11,--‘,1 <IL;‘1 = I,I,;‘,l <I,I;‘,l, there is a positive number m, for an) 
number e, O<~<min,(l - IIVij?~l,.:J, I~jp,‘,,l -l), such that zfm>m,, 
the MTAR model has 2m - (d - 2( i - 1) > -I- ny+ , + np:!‘, pates in the circular 
region I).,-‘] (1 -s) < [z- ‘I < 12; ‘I (1 + s). 
409,159 l-13 
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3.3 Pole Locations in Region III 
From the above theorems, it can be concluded that the MTAR model in 
the region Iz-‘( < /1;‘/ has three type of poles: (1) multiple circular poles, 
(2) system poles inside the convergence circle, (3) robust singular poles 
between two circular poles. Outside the region discussed, the pole location 
of the MTAR model is classified into two cases: 
THEOREM 6. (I) If A;’ is real with I,?;~,1 < In;‘/, there is a positive 
number m, for any number E, 0 -C E < 1 - I,?,/?,-? ,n4- J, such that if m > m,, 
the MTAR model has m - (d- 2(q - l)> + nit 1 poles in the circular region 
I’z;l( (1 -E) < (z-‘( < \/I;‘( (1 + E), and has no pole outside region Jz-‘] L 
In,‘\ (1 +c). 
(II) Zf A;? 1 and 2;’ are complex conjugate with /L&l < In;>,1 = 
[A;‘/, there is a positive number mO for any number E, 0 <E < 1 - 
(&rp;?zw;-2(, such that tyrn > m,, the MTAR model has 2m- {d-2(q-2)) + 
niu_L, poles in the circular region II,;‘1 (1 -6)~ 1.~~~) -C Id;‘1 (1 +E), and 
has no pole outside region Iz - ’ 1 3 112; ’ ) ( 1 + e). 
THEOREM 7. If R; ’ and /z ;i 1 are complex conjugate, there is a positive 
integer m, for any number E, 0 <E < 1 - ],I,fi;? u,;-,l, such that if m > me, 
the MTAR model has m-{d-2(q-l)}+niU’, or m-{d-2(q-1))f 
nout g-, - 1 poles in the circular region In;‘/ (1 -E)< Jz-~) < /“;‘I (1 +E). 
And in the case of m - {d-2(q- l)} -t-n;:, - 1 poles the MTAR model 
has a real pole in the outside region 1~~~1 > I’lY’l (1 + E). 
The real pole in the region defined in Theorem 7 is called the non-robust 
singular pole [ll], since the pole appears or disappears eccording to the 
order of the TAR model. 
Proqf of Theorem 6. Let C be the closed circle defined by 
c= (z-1 ( (z-*1 = IA,‘1 (1 +d)}. 
whereO<&‘</&,~;+‘,I-l.Since 111,z-‘j>l (k=1,2,...,q)andI&-‘1~1 
(k=q-t- 1, q-t-2, . ..) d-q), there is a positive integer m. for any small 
number o(mo) such that if m > m,, o(m,)-’ < JRkz-‘JM+’ (k = 1,2, . . . . q) 
and o(mo) 1 I&z-‘lrn+ ’ (k = q -t 1, q + 2, . . . . d-q). Using the notations, 
F(m, z-l)= i vkb&(z-‘) G(~;i)(l,z-‘)m+l 
k=l 
and 
F(m, o(m,), z-l) = 
d--q ukby(z-‘) 
C 
kEy+l 1 -&z-’ 
G(A;‘) ‘Ak;;;;+‘, 
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we have 
g-- 1) T,(z-l) = W-l) 
b$y(z-1) 
+ F(m, zY’) + o(mo) F(m, o(m,), z- ‘). 
From Lemmas 1 and 2, there are regular matrices Q, and Q2 such that 
67, ,(z-')(A,z-1)"" 
0 
Q,Fh 2-l) Q2= 
b~,,(z-‘)(1,z-‘)“+’ 
0 
b~,,(z--l)(E~yZ~')m+l 
We rewrite (14) for i = q as 
Q&W’) Tm(z-‘) Q, 
G(z-') 
=Ql b:T’I(Zp,) Qz+Q1fWz -‘I Qz+o(mo) Q,Ftm, o(mo), z--l) Q2 
= [F*(m, z-’ ) + 4mo)(G*(m, oh,), z-l) + 4mo) F*(m, o(m,), z-‘)}I 
.I 
(\E”,E,J’( (1 +&‘)}m+’ 
(lhq I] (1 +&‘)}m+l 
0 
. . 
0 
((i&‘( (1 +&‘))p+’ :i3 (21) 
where 
F*hzd=diag ilik~~&)+E,j,m+, 
i 
-I m+l 
xb:,,(z -I), k= 1, 2, . . . . q 
lLG*(m o(mo), z-‘)lk., = 
1 
tF*(m~o(mO)~z-‘)lk.j= (l/~~~~il (1 +Et)jm+~ o(mol 
X CQl&w o(m,), z ‘) Qzlk. ,’ 
k, j = 1, 2, . . . . 4, 
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From (21) we have 
det Q&(z-‘) T,(z-‘) Q2 
det F*(m, z-l)+ i ~(m,)~f~(m, o(HI,), Z-') 
k=l 1 
x fi {&12yll (I +E’))m+l. (22) 
j=l 
Since det QIF(m, z-r) Q2 = (by(z-‘)j‘J-’ ny= 1 (,4j)m+1 (z-‘)yfm+ I), and 
det Q,P*(m, z-‘) Q2 has no pole or zero on C, there is a finite number 
P(E)) such that minZml,, (Idet F*(m, Z-‘)I) >p(~‘). There is a positive 
integer m. such that if m > m, , ICE= 1 lo(m,$ f&n, o(m,), z-l)1 -=c p(d), 
since (lAja,‘I (1 + E’))~+’ o(mo) > 1, j = 1, 2, . . . . 4, and (IAjAyll 
x (1 + E’)}~ + ’ o(wI~)-~ < 1, j = 1, 2, . . . . q. Therefore from the RouchQ 
theorem the number of roots of det bT(z-‘) T,(z- ‘) = 0 is the same as that 
of det F*(pn, z-‘) =0 inside C, and it is qm+ q2 from (22). Since the 
number of roots of det bF(z - ‘) I4 x (I = 0 is q2, det Tm(zP1) = 0 has qm poles 
inside C. On the other hand, there is no pole of det T,(z-I) = 0 outside C, 
since det T,(z - ‘) is a polynomial of degree qm. From the above discussion 
and Theorem 4, Theorem 6 is obvious. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 7. Let C be the closed circle defined by 
c= (2-l 1 /‘I = In,‘\ (1 +E')}. 
where O<E’C &,A;:,( - 1. Since (ll,z-‘1 > 1 (k= f, 2, . . . . q+ 1) and 
(&?-’ I c 1 (k = q + 2, q + 3, . . . . d- q), there is a positive integer m. for 
any small number ofmo) such that if m > m,, o(mo)-’ < (Ak~-l\~+ 1 
(k=l,Z...,q+l) and o(m,)~~1,z-‘(“+’ (k=q+2,q+3,...,d-q). 
Using the notations, 
@I, Z-‘) = i Ukby,;‘(Zpl) G(&‘)(;1kZd)“+’ 
k=l 
and d-4 
P(m, o(m,), 2-l) = c 
U&+l(Z-l) 
k=q+2 1 -A&z-’ 
G&-l) ‘“a;;,” 
by+‘(z-‘) T,(z-‘)=F(m,z-‘)+ G(z-‘) +“q+lby(z-y 
b,d;q(+) 
x w;: 1 M, + 1 z - ’ )” + 1 + o&J F(m, o(m,), z - ’ ). 
(23) 
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From (13) of Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, there are regular matrices Q, and 
Q2 such that 
r b~,:‘(z-‘)(l,z -‘y+’ h;,:‘( --‘)(l,z ~‘y+’ 0 Q,Fhz-‘IQ,= 0 h’l,:‘(z ‘)(A,z ly*’ 
Let us define submatrices 
G(z-‘) 
Ql b;Tq(z-i) Q2= G,,L- ‘1 g,,b-‘1 q- 1 g21W') g*,K') 1 
q-1 1 
Fll(m, ohJ, zp') f12h oh) 
q-1 1 
q- 1 
1 ' 
and 
V ,+ibW’) Q,W;+!,) Q2(Ay+,z-‘)‘-+l 
we rewrite (23) as 
Q,h:+'(z-') T,(z-') Q, 
= +o(mo)F,,(m,o(m,),z-‘)+F,,(m,z-‘) 
g2~(z~~)+h2~h~(Z-~)(Rq+~Z-~)~+ 
+ ohA S21(m, oW,L z -‘I 
g12(Z-1)+h12b~(Z---‘)(E~q+1Z-‘)~~1 
+ oh) f&b 4mA z-‘1 
gZ~(Z-t)+h22h~(Z-‘)(;I~+‘Z~-~)m+’ 
+ oh) fi2(m, oh), z-l) +f22(m, z-l) i 
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= K 
F:,(m, z-‘) h;L,(m, z-‘) 
0 f2*z(m,z-‘)+h,*,(m,z-‘) > 
+ 0hJ 
( 
Hfi(m, o(m,), z-l ) + 4md G(m, o(m,), z-l) 
Mm, dmd9 z-‘I$- o(wJfjfj(m, o(m0), Z-‘) 
+ GT,(m, oh), 2-l) gL(m, oh,), z-‘) + o(m,)f&(m, o(m,), z-l) 
+g,*,h o(md, z-l) g&h o(md, 2-l) + o(m,)j;*,(m, o(m,), 2-l) )I 
(Jn,~,ll (1 +&‘)}m+l 
{liz,l,‘( (1 +E’)}m+’ O 
’ 
0 
{11,1,11 (1 +c’)}y+l i 
where 
Fllh ~~‘1 
= diag{b~,$l(z-‘)(l,z-l)“t’, k= 1, 2, . . . . q - l} 
f&, z-l) 
=b~,:‘(z-‘)(l,z-‘)“+’ 
Ffib, z-‘) 
(24) 
--I m+1 
= diag (&z 1 
{l&J,‘1 (1 +E’)y+l 
by$‘(z-‘), k= 1, 2, . . . . y- 1 
Gh z-7 
-1 m+1 J4z ) 
(1 +&‘p+’ 
b’I,:‘(z-‘) 
= 
h (&,+tZ-l)m+’ by(z-‘) 
I2 (1 +&‘)“+I 
Mm, 2-l 1 
=hz2 (‘;;&:‘::’ by(z-‘) 
CVih 4md ~-‘)lk,~ 
(2 q+lZ -1 m+l 
{ Il.jA,ll (1 + d)\m+l o(mO) “(z-‘) 1 k,j 
k, j = 1, 2, . . . . q - I 
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= h 
*l 1 k,,’ 
j = 1, 2, . . . . q - 1 
CFI*l(W o(mO), z-‘)l!f, j 
fE!h o(mo), z-7 
1 
= (1 + &‘y + 1 o(mo) .fnh obo), z - ‘1 
C32T(w obo), z-‘n,j 
= { l~j~,ll (1 +&+1 o(mo) f2l(W 4mol’ z i -‘I] ‘,,’ 
j= 1,2, . ..) q- I 
.fi+ih O(moh Z- ‘) 
1 
= (1 +&y-+1 o(mo) fnh O(mo)> Z -‘) 
CGf,(m, ok,), z-‘H/c,, 
= 
{ (/lj2,E,,‘I (1 +&+’ o(mo) G,,W’) 7 1 k I 
k, j = 1, 2, . . . . q - 1 
tG*h, 4mo), z-‘1 
1 
= (1 + Er)m+ 1 o(mo) 8lN’) 
Cg2*ltm3 o(mO)> zp’)ll, j 
= 
{lAjA,‘l (1 +tq-” o(m,) g21(z--‘) ‘,,’ 1 
j= 1, 2, . ..) q - 1 
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Therefore we have 
det Q,bf+'(z-I) T,(z-*) Qz 
= (f&(m, z- ‘) + h$(nz, z-‘)) det F,*(m, z-l) 
+ i Ceh)“fA~> 44A z-‘11. 
k=l 
Then we have 
det Ffi(m, z-‘)(f&(m, z-‘1 +h&(m, 2-l)) 
then z, is a solution of det FE(m, Z-')(f&(m, 2-l) + h&(m, z-l)) = 0, 
though z, has order dependence of the MTAR model. We decompose 
{ bY, + ‘(2 - ’ ) T,(z - ‘) ) (m = 1,2, . ..) into two subsets, 
M, := by+‘(z-1) T,(z-‘) I Iz,I 6 IA,‘1 +; 
1 I 
, 
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where we assume that there is no possibility that z, lies in the thin circular 
region /i4 ‘1 +&l/2< (z-‘1 < IL;‘/ +3&l/2. On C there is a positive integer 
m, and a positive number p(m,J such that if m > yno, 
.j= 1, 2 , . ..> q+l 
-1 m+l 
I+ I < 1 
4mo) ’ 
.j=q+2,q+3, . ..) d-q 
1 m+l 
!?$i {,~j~;i;;;i;‘,)\!.+l o(mo)-=+(mo)~ j= 1,2, . . . . q+ 1. 
Since min - is a posl~lb;C~~~e~~~,~-1)~~~(~~z~1)+h:,(m~z~~1))l~~~(~‘~~ there . . . 
0 such that if m >m,, I > iCz=, ~(rn,)~ 
xfj(m, o(m,), zz’)l. From the Rouches theorem, the number of roots of 
det b;+‘(z-‘)T,(z-‘)==O inside C equals to that of det Ffi(m, z-r) 
x (f$(m, zz’) + &(m, z-l)) = 0. In the case of M,, the number of roots 
of detby”(z-‘)T,(zP1)=O is q2 + qm + q. Then the number of roots of 
det T,,,(zz’)=O is mq inside C, since that of detb;+‘(z-‘)I,,,=0 is 
q* + q. In this case there is no root of det T,(z- ‘) =0 outside C. In the 
case of Mz, the number of roots of det by+ ‘(z _ ‘) T,(z- ‘) = 0 is 
q2+qm+q- 1. Then the number of roots of det T,(z-~‘)=O is mq- 1 
inside C, since that of det by+ ‘(zz’) ZyX4 =0 is q* + q. A real root of 
det T,(z ~~ ‘) = 0 is in the outside region. From the above discussion and 
Theorem 4, Theorem 7 is obvious. Q.E.D. 
4. CONCLUSION 
We have examined the pole location of the TAR model. We also 
obtained that the same asymptotic results hold for pole locations of AR 
models in numerical simulations [ 11, 12, 161 as well as in practical analysis 
of time series data from nuclear reactors [lo]. From Theorems 1, 5, 6, and 
7 we can summarize that the AR type model has the following asymptotic 
patterns of pole location, 
(1) system (ARMA) poles inside the convergence circle 
(2) multiple circular poles which are equivalent to some ARMA 
zeros 
(3) robust and non-robust singular poles outside the convergence 
circle. 
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In the case of q< d- q, the number of circles is the same as that of 
observation variables under the conditions. The other system poles and 
ARMA zeros which are not included in a pole location of the TAR model 
are expressed by distortions of the above three types of pole location. 
In the case of q>d- q, T,,,(z-‘) has m(d- q)+n$-;_, roots inside the 
circle C = (Z ~ ’ ) (~~‘1 = IA&l (1 +E)) in th e same manner as in Section 3. 
The TAR model has d-q multiple circular poles, since the ARMA model 
has d-q zeros. In other words, we have already shown in the previous 
paper [12], that when two variables are measured in a system with three 
degrees of freedom, a two dimensional TAR model has poles distributing 
on a single circle, since d = 3, q = 2, and d - q < q. The other properties are 
the same as mentioned in the present paper. 
APPENDIX 
LEMMA. Let g(z-‘) and h(z-‘) be polynomials of degrees k and t (k 2 z), 
respectively. Let <,:’ (is J; J:= 1, 2, . . . . t) be zeros of h(z-‘)=O. Assume 
that the rational function n(z-‘) =g(z-‘)/h(z-‘) is expanded into the 
Taylor series in the region of Iz - ’ 1 < min ie, 15,: ’ ( : 
q-(z-l)= 2 ejz-‘. 
iso 
Then the polynomial defined by the first (m + 1) terms of ~(zF’) can be 
written as 
&(z-‘) := f eiz+ 
i=O 
d-‘) 1 i ui S(5;‘)(ti)‘- ’ 
=h(r-‘)+det W i=l 1 -&z-i 
(&-y*+1, (A.1) 
where m > k, W is the Vandermonde matrix, 
1 1 ..* 1 
(1 52 ... t, 
and ui = -(adj W),. 
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The proof is given in the same manner as in the previous paper [II]. 
That is, if we put 
g(z-')= i g,z-' and h(z- ‘)= 1 + i hjz- I) 
,=O r=, 
then we have the recursion relation 
Bi= - c h,%;.-.+g,, i6k 
?I=1 
gi= - i h,Jp,,, i>k+l 
n=l 
if 9, = 0 for i < 0. 
Using notations of matrix and vectors 
(A.2) is rewritten as 
8, = Be,-, + fii (i = 1, 2, . . . . k) 
Bi=B8,- I (i = k + 1, k + 2, . . . . m), 
where the companion matrix B has eigenvalues ti (in J). Then 
for (i=O, 1, . . . . k) 
for (i=k+ 1, k+2, . . . . m). 
(A.21 
(A.3) 
Suppose that si # 5, for i # j, and then there is the Vandermonde matrix 
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W such that B = WAW-’ where n = diag(&, t2, . . . . 5,) and W - ’ = 
(l/det W) adj(W). Substituting these relations into (A.3), we have 
(i= 0, 1, . ..) k) 
(A.4) 
(i=k+ 1, k+2, . ..) m). 
If we put ui = -(adj W),, (A.4) is expressed in terms of the components as 
ej= & &+ i gjun~;+‘-j-’ (i= 1,2, . ..) k) 
J=o n=l 
(A.51 
tl;= (i=k+ 1, k+2, . . . . m). 
From (A.5) we have, m > k, 
=A {q(z-1) g(z-I)-r,(zr’)(z-‘)“+‘}. 
In the last equality we use q(z-‘) and r,(z-l), 
q(r’) :A$$ 
y,(z-‘) := Q& 
In the region of [z-l1 <miniEJ lr;‘l, 
d-‘1 lim ~~(z-‘) = - 
h(z- ‘) 
and lim r,(z-')(~-')~+~ =O. 
m-cc m+cc 
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From the above relations 
Therefore we have q(z -‘) = 1. Then (A.6) becomes (A. 1). 
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